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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the effect of the rarefied region in the centrifuge rotor was investigated. In a centrifuge rotor, the feed inlet 

is positioned in the rarefied area. The continuum hypothesis is not valid in the rarefied area; therefore, it desires to be 

analyzed by probabilistic methods like Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC). The present study uses the 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) method to simulate the continuum area, and the DSMC method is employed in the 

rarefied area. An implicit coupled density-based scheme was performed for the CFD method, and Variable Hard Sphere 

(VHS) and diffuse models were employed in the DSMC method. Also, the local Knudsen number was defined to 

determine the interface location between the continuum-rarefied regions (r=0.086 m). The comparison results of pure 

CFD and CFD-DSMC methods illustrated large differences between the flow properties in the rarefied regions. The results 

showed that the value of separation power obtained from pure CFD and CFD-DSMC solution is 10.5% different. 
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I. Introductions 

The gas flow regime inside the rotor covers the 

total range from free molecular (near the axis) to 

the continuum (near the rotor wall). CFD is 

employed to analyze the continuum region, and 

DSMC is one of the best methods for flow analysis 

in the rarefied region. So the analysis of gas flow 

fields in the rotor desires progressive methods such 

as a coupled CFD-DSMC. Numerous studies in 

analysis flow, including rarefied and continuum 

areas, have used hybrid CFD-DSMC methods, e.g., 

a supersonic flow over a quasi-2-D wedge [1], and 

a hypersonic flow over a 2-D cylinder [2]. So far, 

many studies have been  performed to  analyze the  
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gas flow inside the rotor, in which the continuum 
 

area inside the rotor is simulated, while the rarefied 

area is not accurately modeled [3,4]. 

Zeng et al. examined the simulation of the gas flow 

inside the centrifuge using a computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) method. They used the finite 

volume method and upwind implicit second-order 

equation to solve Navier-Stokes equations [5] . 

Bogovalov et al. simulated the gas flow inside a 

centrifuge rotor and the separation of isotopes in an 

axisymmetric state using numerical and semi-

analytical methods [6].    

Jiang et al. employed a 3-D model to simulate the 

flow structures of a feed jet in a rotating flow field 
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using a CFD code. It was demonstrated that 

because of the vacuum regime in the region near 

the axis of rotation, the results of a CFD code 

numerical simulation ring errors [7]. Recently, 

Ghazanfari et al. developed a CFD solver to 

simulate the UF6 gas flow in the centrifuge's rotor. 

An Implicit Coupled Density-Based (ICDB) 

solver, based on the AUSM +up scheme, was 

developed in OpenFOAM. The thermal and 

mechanical drives were considered simultaneously 

in the rotor. It was revealed that all uranium gas 

flow characteristics, including velocity, pressure, 

temperature, axial mass flux, and uranium isotope 

separation parameters, including separation power 

and separation coefficients, could well be predicted 

[8].  

This study investigates the effect of feed flow using 

the CFD-DSMC method in a gas centrifuge. The 

radial velocity obtained from CFD and DSMC 

methods is compared in the feed zone. Finally, the 

consequence of rarefied areas on separation 

efficiency is evaluated. 

 

II. RESEARCH THEORIES 

The UF6 gas flow in the rotor is governed by a full 

set of hydrodynamic equations, including the 

conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy 

[9]:  
 

(1) 𝛻. (𝜌𝑉) = 0 

 

(2) 𝛻. (𝜌𝑉𝑉) = −𝛻𝑝 +  𝛻. 𝜏  
 

(3) 𝛻. (𝜌𝑉𝑒) = −𝛻. (𝑘𝛻𝑇) − 𝛻. (𝑝𝑉) +  𝛻. (𝜏. 𝑉) 

 

The equation of state for an ideal gas is 𝑝 𝜌⁄ =
𝑅

𝑀
𝑇, 

M is the molar mass of the considered gas, R is the 

universal gas constant, and T is the temperature. 

Also, V is the velocity vector, ρ is the density, p is 

the pressure, e is the specific total energy, and τ is 

the stress tensor. 

To calculate the separation power, it is necessary to 

find the concentration distribution in the 

centrifuge's rotor. For this purpose, the convection-

diffusion equation is solved [9]. 

The convection-diffusion equation of component A 

is employed as follows [10]:  

(4) 

∇. [(−𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵)∇𝑥𝐴] +
∆𝑀

𝑅
∇. 

[(−𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵) (
𝑥𝐴(1 − 𝑥𝐴)

𝜌𝑇
∇𝑝)] + 

∇. [(−𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵)(𝑘𝑇∇ ln 𝑇)] + ∇. (𝜌𝑥𝐴�⃗� ) = 0 

, 
Where,,𝑥𝐴 is the molar fraction of isotope A, 𝐷𝐴𝐵 

is the diffusion coefficient of isotope A in isotope 

B, 𝑘𝑇  is the thermal diffusion ratio, ΔM is the 

difference between the light and heavy isotope 

molecular mass. 

The separation of power is as follows [9]:   
 

(5) 

𝛿𝑈 = 𝑃(2𝑦𝑃 − 1)𝑙𝑛
𝑦𝑃

1 − 𝑦𝑃

+ 𝑊(2𝑥𝑊 − 1)𝑙𝑛
𝑥𝑊

1 − 𝑥𝑊

− 𝐹(2𝑧𝐹 − 1)𝑙𝑛
𝑧𝐹

1 − 𝑧𝐹

 

 

Where W, P, and F are the flow rate of the tailed, 

enriched, and feed flow in the separation unit, 

respectively. 𝑧𝐹 , 𝑦𝑃 , and 𝑥𝑊  signify the molar 

concentration of feed, product, and waste, 

respectively. 

To solve the hydrodynamic equations using the 

CFD method, we used an Implicit Coupled 

Density-Based solver that has been created in the 

OpenFOAM framework. In the DSMC method, the 

gas flow is studied at the molecular level. The 

flow's macroscopic properties, including 

temperature, pressure, and velocity, are obtained 

using particle velocity. In this study, the dsmcFoam 

solver was utilized in OpenFOAM to analyze the 

rarefied areas. In dsmcFoam solver, the wall 

interaction and binary collision models were 

selected based on the Diffuse model and Larsen-

Borgnake Variable Hard Sphere model, 

respectively [6]. 
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III. Fundamental equations in the rarefied 

region 

DSMC is a random and particle-based method used 

to calculate and analyze rarefied gas flows [11]. 

This is a relatively new numerical model 

introduced in 1963 [12]. However, this method has 

become one of the preferred methods for 

simulating non-equilibrium gas flows, which 

should consider the molecular nature of the gas 

[13].  

In the DSMC method, the gas flow is studied at the 

molecular level. The flow's macroscopic 

properties, including temperature, pressure, and 

velocity, are obtained using particle velocity. 

The DSMC method consists of 5 steps.  

1- Initialization 2- Particle motion 3- Indexing  

4- Particle collision with each other and walls  

5- Extraction of macroscopic quantities. This 

method uses many model molecules to simulate 

real molecules, which are far fewer in number than 

real molecules. Therefore, each model molecule 

represents a large number of real molecules. 

Good DSMC performance dictates that cells 

contain at least 20 compute particles. Also, the 

simulation time-step should be less than the 

minimum average collision time and average 

residence time. Furthermore, cell size should be 

small compared to the mean free path [14].  

In this study, the dsmcFoam solver was utilized in 

OpenFOAM to analyze the rarefied areas. In 

dsmcFoam solver, the wall interaction model and 

binary collision model were selected based on the 

Diffuse model and Variable Hard Sphere, 

respectively. The number of cells in the rarefied 

region was 110000. The number of particles per 

cell was considered 20. 

 

IV. CFD-DSMC procedure 

In a hybrid procedure, one crucial question is 

determining the interface between two regions. The 

Gradient Length Local Knudsen number suggested 

by Wang and Boyd has been used in our study to 

illustrate the breakdown of the continuum 

hypothesis [15]. The second point is how to 

transfer the characteristic of the flow (including 

pressure, velocity, and temperature) between these 

two areas. 

The present study used the CFD method to solve 

the rotor's all regions. The results of the CFD 

method, including pressure, temperature, and 

velocity, are used to calculate the Gradient Length 

Local Knudsen. The initial evaluation for 

specifying the boundary of the rarefied and 

continuum regions is Kn<0.05 [16]. 

The local Knudsen number is defined by the 

gradient's local length of density, velocity, and 

temperature [17]: 

 

(6) 

 

𝐾𝑛𝐺𝐿𝐿,𝜙, =
𝜆

𝜙
|∇𝜙|

= 𝜆 × [𝑚𝑎𝑥 (
|𝛻𝜌|

𝜌
,
|𝛻𝑉|

𝑉
,
|𝛻𝑇|

𝑇
)] 

 

 
 

(7)    𝜆 =
𝑘𝑇

√2𝜋𝐷2𝑝
                                                                                                               

 

Where λ is the molecular mean free path, k is the 

Boltzmann’s constant, D is the diameter of UF6 

molecules.   

In the literature, the local Knudsen number 

(𝐾𝑛𝐺𝐿𝐿,𝜙, = 0.05) has been used to determine the 

interface location of the rarefied-continuum 

regions [15, 18, 19, 20]. The position of the 

boundary between the two regions was therefore 

predicted using the local Knudsen 

number.Additionally, state-based methods were 

used to transfer information between rarefied and 

continuum regions. The state-based method 

averages the particle information in the DSMC 

zone to evaluate macroscopic properties as CFD 

boundary conditions; meanwhile, it generates 

particles based on the macroscopic state of the 

continuum domain in DSMC buffer cells [21].  
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In the present hybrid algorithm, the CFD solution 

is not used in the near equilibrium region during 

the hybrid procedure. Only the NS boundary 

conditions are transferred into the DSMC region. 

This feature increases the simplicity and efficiency 

of hybrid simulations while the surface is 

calculated very accurately. Application of this 

method has been reported for the simulation of 

high-altitude plume flow [22, 23, 24].  

This algorithm is considered a small overlap region 

at the interface between the two solvers. Both 

solvers are expected to result in valid solutions in 

the overlap region. In Fig. 1, the flowchart of the 

hybrid algorithm is shown. It consists of the 

following steps [9]: 

1. Obtain an initial CFD solution for the entire 

domain. This solution is inaccurate in rarefied 

regions, but it is acceptable in the near-

continuum regions. 

2. Apply the breakdown parameter (KnGLL= 0.05) 

to the CFD solution and determine the rarefied 

regions. 

3. Extend an overlap region in the continuum 

region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Use the DSMC solver to obtain the solution in 

the rarefied and overlapped regions. Boundary 

conditions at the overlap region are supplied 

from the CFD solution.  

5. Check the convergence criterion using AAE 

(𝜑) 

The difference between the results is defined by the 

accumulated absolute error (𝐴𝐴𝐸). The boundary 

is then extended to the continuum region to reduce 

the absolute error. The results are compared at an 

overlap outer interface between the continuum-

rarefied regions. The absolute error is considered 

for the values of the flow properties, including 

temperature and velocity in the radial, angular, and 

axial directions. 

6. If AAE (𝜑)>0.02, extend the overlap region 

inside the continuum region. 

7. Go to step 4, use the previously created 

particles in the DSMC region at the preceding 

iteration and make particles in the new DSMC 

cells. 

8. The hybrid iteration continues until the 

convergence parameter (AAE) indicates that 

the interface location does not need any more 

changes at the current stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(8) 

𝐴𝐴𝐸(𝜑)𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 = ( ∑ |
𝜑𝐶𝐹𝐷 − 𝜑𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶

𝜑𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶
|

𝑖=𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑖=1

) = max,[( ∑ |
�⃗� 𝐶𝐹𝐷 − �⃗� 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶

�⃗� 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶

|

𝑖=𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑖=1

) .( ∑ |
𝑇𝐶𝐹𝐷 − 𝑇𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶

𝑇𝐷𝑆𝑀𝐶
|

𝑖=𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑖=1

)] < 0.02 

 

 
 Fig. 1. Flowchart of the hybrid CFD-DSMC [9]. 
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The size of the overlap region plays a critical role. 

If the size of the overlap region is small, more 

iterations should be performed during the 

procedure. However, a larger approximation for 

the size of the overlap region would result in more 

computational time for the DSMC solver in this 

algorithm. 

In the present hybrid algorithm, we do not need to 

transfer any possible DSMC fluctuating solutions 

into the CFD region because that region is not 

updated during the hybrid iterations and does not 

require any boundary condition taken from the 

DSMC solution. The extracted characteristic flow 

obtained from the DSMC is combined only with 

the CFD domain. For DSMC solution, particles are 

created in the overlap region according to the 

thermal and hydrodynamic properties (temperature 

and velocity) obtained from CFD in the buffer 

region employing the Maxwellian velocity 

distribution. 

 

V. Simulations  

The present rotor is considered axisymmetric and 

steady states with a radius of 0.1 m, a length of 1 

m, an angular velocity of 5500 rad/s, the cut of 

0.45, and a wall temperature gradient of 20 K. The 

inlet mass flow rate is used to apply the inlet flow 

in the rotor through the feed entrance boundary. 

The size of the cells near the rotor wall and axis is 

1.0 μm and 10 μm, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the 

schematic of the rotor with the location of the 

baffle, feed, and scoops. In addition, the structured 

grid inside the fluid domain is demonstrated. 

The molecular weight of UF6 is 0.352 (kg/mol), ρ𝐷 

is 2.306×10-5 (Pa.s ), thermal conductivity is 

0.0061 (W/m K), 𝜇 is 1.83×10-5 (Pa.s ), 𝐶𝑝 is 385 

(𝐽/𝑘𝑔,𝐾) , and diameter of UF6 molecule is  

6×10-10  (m) [25]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Structured mesh in the fluid domain of the rotor. 

 

VI. Results and Discussion 

It is selected as the boundary between continuum 

and rarefied area in which the Knudsen number is 

0.05 at a radius of 0.086 m. Fig. 3 shows the local 

Knudsen number contour calculated by CFD in the 

whole regions of the rotor.  

As the feed plays a significant role in the gas 

movement inside the rotor, radial velocity 

distributions calculated by CFD and DSMC 

methods are presented in Figure. To better observe 

the radial velocity, this diagram is drawn in the 

height range from -0.1 m to 0.1 m with the radius 

range from 0.025 m to 0.08 m. The height of the 

feed injection point is considered at -0.004 m. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The variation of local Knudsen 

 number obtained from CFD. 
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Fig. 4. The radial velocity around the feed inlet 

obtained from CFD (a) and DSMC (b) methods. 

 

As can be seen, the UF6 gas expands in front of the 

feed region because there is a high-pressure 

difference between the inlet feed and vacuum 

region near the axis. With the expansion of the gas, 

the radial velocity increases to 120 m/s and 180 m/s 

calculated by CFD and DSMC methods, 

respectively. In addition, As it moves away from 

the feed injection point, the radial velocity is 

damped so that the maximum value is the closest to 

the feed injection (r=0.025 m). The solution of 

Navier-Stokes equations using the CFD method in 

the rarefied zone is not sufficiently valid, so the 

distribution of radial velocities near the feed zone 

obtained from the DSMC solution is more 

accurate. 

In Fig. 5, the axial mass flux variations in the radial 

direction at the mid-section of the rotor are 

illustrated by the two above methods. As can be 

seen, the results from pure CFD and CFD-DSMC 

methods are slightly different. But the effect of this 

difference on the separation performance of the gas 

centrifuge, which is entirely dependent on the 

shape and size of the axial mass flux, needs to be 

evaluated. To show the axial mass flux in the whole 

regions of the rotor, we used DSMC for the rarefied 

region ( 0.02, < 𝑟 < 0.086 ) and CFD for the 

continuum region (0.086 < 𝑟 < 0.1). 

Using the results of the gas flow solution, the 

convective-diffusion equation is solved, and the 

concentration inside the rotor is obtained. Fig. 6 

shows the axial changes of 235UF6 gas in the axial 

direction obtained by the pure CFD and CFD-

DSMC methods in a radius 0.096 m. As can be 

seen, 235UF6 gas is enriched to about 0.0085 and 

depleted to about 0.006. In addition, although the 

difference in gas concentration distributions 

obtained from pure CFD and CFD-DSMC methods 

is slight, receiv it is needed to calculate the value 

of separation power obtained from the two methods 

for accurate evaluation. 
 

 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the axial mass flux variations 

between CFD-DSMC and CFD methods. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the concentration of UF6 (235) 

obtained from CFD-DSMC and CFD methods. 
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The obtained separation power from the pure CFD 

and CFD-DSMC methods is 8.950 and 

8.101,𝐾𝑔,(𝑈𝐹6),𝑆𝑊𝑈/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 , respectively. Comparing 

the results obtained from the two methods shows 

about a 10.5% difference in the value of separation 

power. Therefore, the slight difference in the axial 

mass flux causes the rotor's separation parameters 

to change. The computational cost of CFD and 

DSMC methods is 24 and 50 hours, respectively 

(the characteristics of the computing system to 

perform the numerical solution are accounted for 

30 cores with a processor base frequency of 2.2 

GHz).  

 

VII. Conclusions 

This paper investigated the behavior of UF6 inside 

a centrifuge rotor in an axisymmetric state using 

the CFD-DSMC method in the OpenFOAM 

framework. An Implicit Coupled Density-Based 

scheme was applied for CFD, and dsmcFoam was 

employed for DSMC. For simulation with  

CFD-DSMC, the interface location was 

determined at 0.086 m using the local Knudsen 

number. This study showed due to the invalidity of 

Navier-Stokes equations in the rarefied area, the 

results of the CFD method are different from the 

CFD-DSMC method. The results showed that 

although the CFD-DSMC method has more 

complexity and computational cost than the pure 

CFD, it is necessary to accurately and correctly 

evaluate the rotor separation performance, it is 

necessary to use the CFD-DSMC method. 
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